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Following in the footsteps of Ettler and Johan[7],
Ettler et al.[8], whose work demonstrated the impo
tance of having a sound knowledge of the mine
species derived from processing waste in the aim
optimising management, this note underlines the
tal role that mineralogy plays in waste managem
Mineralogy forms an integral part of the approa
necessary for mineral waste definition, designing
certifying stabilization processes for pollutants, a
long-term prediction. The strategy involved in its im
plementation comprises three main aspects: (a)assess-
ment, with characterization of the bonds between
pollutant and the trapping chemical compound; (b)an-
ticipation, with a search for the most likely struc
ture to trap the pollutant under given physicochem
conditions; (c)prediction, with hypotheses that ca
be put forward concerningpollutant stability, through
comparison with equivalent natural substances and
ing computing codes to simulate degradation for p
established scenarios.

Assessment comprises the characterization of t
bonds between the pollutant and the trapping chem
compound, as recently emphasized by Cases an
team[3,4,16]. A variety of tools are available that ca
give information from the macro-scale to the bon
ing scale: microscopy; X-ray diffraction (XRD); Elec
tron Microprobe (EM) enabling in situ microanalys
(some µm3); Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM
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and Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM), aim
at visualizing mineral shape and heterogeneity.
nally, at bonding scale with the availability of pa
ticle accelerators (X-photons, protons), we have
spectroscopy tools based on electromagnetic wa
(s.l.): Mössbauer, EXAFS/XANES, Electronic Par
magnetic Resonance, Nuclear Magnetic Resona
etc.[2]

Anticipation actions aimed at trapping potential
toxic substances can be classified into three ty
(a) use of a known stable mineral structure to creat
artificial structure with similar physicochemical cha
acteristics; (b) use of knowledge concerning mine
solid-solution properties to create a structure able
trap pollutants; (c) use of Earth Science knowled
concerning the stability of mineral phases in the s
ficial environment (saturated and unsaturated zo
with the aim of optimising stabilization process
depending on the implementation constraints of
products.

Moreover, the interest of mineralogy lies in stud
ing the relationships that exist between the structu
and their physical and chemical properties, which
able thermodynamicprediction. Possible in the idea
case, assessment is commonly faced with an abs
of thermochemical data due to the frequently uniq
chemical nature of the mineral phases newly form
during waste generation or stabilization (same str
ture, but anomalous element content, artificial struc-
ture). To compensate for this, many authors h
hed by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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turned towards data estimation related to mineral
knowledge. Historically, these methods have been
veloped in particular for silicates and sulphosalts
relation to equilibrium modelling in geological env
ronments[6]. However, references also exist for pho
phates[9,17] and manganese[11]. Initially, the esti-
mations were purely empirical, the sum of the fr
energy of oxides and hydroxides[5,10,12,13]. They
were then refined by integrating steps that increase
weight of the structure in the estimation by cons
ering the intrinsic free energy of the O2−–Mz+ [14,
15] bond, the correction of shifts related to exce
binding energy for the mineral families[17] and also
the crystallochemical environment of the element con
cerned[1,6,20]. Finally, in the most developed ap
proach[18,19], the proposed model includes ma
crystallographic parameters intrinsic to the struct
(smallest bond distance, cell volume and refract
indices, and presence or absence of oxygen brid
between sites and of hydrogen bond), quantifica
of the attraction–repulsion energy and the polariza
energy involved in the bond. The ultimate aim of da
acquisition (estimated or measured) is their consid
ation in predictive models constructed for scenar
established according to the projected use of min
waste.

In conclusion, mineralogy through its different as
pects, the knowledge accumulated, its analytical
tential, and relationships existing between struct
and physicochemical characteristics, opens up im
tant perspectives for the field of waste managem
and stabilization. It should be included as an ess
tial step in the certification of stabilization process
for toxic substances: only precise definition of the
trinsic nature of the pollutant (molecule type, deg
of oxidation) and of the existing relationship with th
mineral trap (nature of the bonding, location in t
host lattice) will enable sound predictive managem
of the waste problem.
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